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1. INTRODUCTION 
Followmg Aschbacher [l], K is said to be tightly embedded m G if K has 
even order while K n Kg has odd order for g E G - N(K). A quasi-simple 
group A is a standard component of G if K = C(A) is ttghtly embedded in G, 
N(K) = N(A) and [A, As] # 1 for g E G. The main result of this paper is 
THEOREM A. Let G be a finite group with O(G) = 1 and suppose G has a 
standard component A such that 1 Z(A)1 is odd and A/Z(A) s M,, . Let X = <AG). 
Then A is simple and either X = A or X s A x A. 
The proof of Theorem A 1s heavily dependent on the following result [6]_ 
THEOREM 1.1. Let G be a jkite group with Z*(G) = 1 and suppose A is a 
quasi-sample subgroup of G wzth Sylow 2 subgroup of type l&,, such that Z(A) 
and N(A)/AC(A) have odd order. Furthermore assume that / C(A)J, = 2 and 
for an involution z E C(A), C(z) < N(A). Then A is simple and <AG) E A x A. 
In fact, if G is a minimal counterexample to Theorem A and if X = (AG), 
then it may be shown that Z*(G) = 1 and G = {X, x), where (z) E Syl,(C(A)) 
has order 2 Our mam goal is to then force G to satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 
1.1 whereupon the required contradiction may then be obtained. 
The proof of Theorem A, which appears in Section 4, parallels that of Theorem 
1.1 and we will at times refer the reader to [6j. 
2. PRELIMINARY LEMMAS 
In this section, we present certain results which will be necessary for the 
proof of Theorem A. 
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PRQPO~TION 2.1. Let V g Ez8 , X = A&(V) and suppose G is a subgroup 
of X containing an involution x such that C,(x) = (z) x D with D s S, . 
Then one of the following occurs. 
(i) x E Z*(G). 
(ii) E(G)rA, x A, and G is isomorphic toa subgroup of S, 1 Z, 
(14 E(G) s Sp,(4) d an z induces the $eld automorphism on E(G). 
(14 (E(G), .+ GL S, . 
W <E(G), z> z O,-(2). 
Proof” Harris and Solomon [13] have characterized finite groups containing 
an involution whase centralizer is isomorphic to Z, x S, Comparing the 
groups on their list with the structure of Xr L,(2), it follows that either 
E(G) z A,, in which case x E Z*(G) or E(G) s A, x A,, A,, Q2,-(2) or 
Sp,(4). Furthermore, by examining the structures ofthe centralizers of elements 
of odd order of X, it can be shown that L(G) = E(G) and m particular that 
C,(E(G)) = 1 for E(G) x A, x A, . Thus it suffices toverify that (ii) holds. 
In this case it follows from [6, Lemma 3.31 that Y = VI @ V, , where 
dim V, = 4 (z = 1,2) and (E(G), z) stabilizes (V, , V,>. But the stabilizer 
in X of (T/, , V,) IS isomorphic to A, 2 Z, and hence G can be embedded in 
Ss 2 Z, as requned 
LEMMA 2.2. Let S E Syl,(G) and M d S such that S/M is cyclic. Ij x is an 
involution Qj G’ n S then M contains an odd number of S-classes ofextremal 
G-con$gates of x. 
Proof. See [12, Corollary 2.1.21. 
Let El, * A, and El6 * S, denote the uniquely determmed nontrivial split 
extensions of El8 by A, and Ss , respectively. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let -Ml = U, . Cl s El6 . A, wzth 77, = O,(Ml) and Cl G A,. 
Then Aut(M,) = (M, , or , T&, where 0~2 = 712 = [q , 7J = [cl , V;] = 1, 
<Cl 9 ul> = CA~~(M$-Q and <71 , Cl) g S, . Moreover if h zs an znvolution f
Aut(M,) then the classes of involutions of (AI, , X> are as jollows. 
Location Classes i cMl@)i 
Ml 2 27 . 3, 25 
04 9 4 - Ml 3 2s * 3 - 5,2s - 32, 25 
<MI > ~1) - n/r, 3 2” * 3,26,25 . 3 
(Ml > v,) - Ml 2 25 3,24 3. 
Proof. The existence of an indecomposable representation of S, of dimension 
5 over Fs with an irreducible subspace of dimension 4 implies the existence of 
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involutory outer automorphisms a, and 71 of Mi and it may be further assumed 
that [ur , TJ = 1. Let L = Aut(Mr). Fnst observe that Mr has two classes of A, 
subgroups, denoted by V and 9, with representatives C, E 97 and D, E g. If 
K = C,(U,) n NL(C1), then [K, C,] < C, n C,( U,) = 1 imphes that 
[K, Mr] = 1, hence K = 1. An immediate consequence is that NL(C,) acts 
faithfully on U, whereupon NL(C,) = (Cr , rr) g S, . Since Vu1 = 9, it then 
follows that j L 1 = 1 V u 9 1 / NJC,)j = 25 * / & j = [(n/r, , a1 , -rr)l and we 
have that L = (M1 , a, , TJ The second part follows by direct computation. 
Remark It follows from Lemma 2.3 that (C, , or> has an orbit of length 6 
on 0rUr which we may assume contains 4 . This implies that C~cl,sl>(ol) G S, 
and acts intransitively on U, whereupon we have,that j CU1(-r,)] = 8. 
LEMMA 2 4. Let L = ((Ml , a, , T& x (Ml*, olz, Tag}), where Ml E 
% .A,, 05, 01, ~1) = Aut(JfJ as in Lemma 24 and 1x1 =2. Then 
L = Aut(Mr x Ml”). Furthermore, zf K is a subgroup of L containing 
<M, X Mlz, z} such that C,(z) g 2, x El6 * S, , then C&x) = (x) x 
c MIXM1~(Z)(TITIZ) and either 
(i) K = (Ml x Mi , TITER, z), OY 
(11) K = (Ml x MIB, TV, x), or 
(ill)’ K = (Ml x M,“, u~(T~~J~, z). 
Proof. The first part is obvrous. To prove the second part, observe that 
c,(x) = (z) x D(~J~~, TITlz), where D = C~lXM,e(z) = (m,m18 1 ml E Ml) z 
El6 . A, . Smce alar2 and ulT1(UIT1)z interchange the two classes of A, subgroups 
of D by Lemma 2.3 and since C,(z) s 2, x El16 * 57, by hypothesis, rt follows 
that C,(x) = (z) x D(T~T~“> Now let e = L/M,’ x MIB. Then Es E4 ;! 2, 
together wrth the fact that C’E(,%) = (2, ?r?r’) implies that a is a drhedral 
subgroup of E of order at most 8. The result now follows directly. 
3. PROPERTIES OF M,, 
We shall descrrbe only those properties of n/r,, which are relevant for the 
proof of Theorem A. 
A Sylow 2 subgroup T,, of Mz, 1s generated by involutions tr , t, , a, , a, , 6, , 
b, , zl satrsfymg the following relations [lo]. 
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LEMMA 3.1. Xhe following conditions hold. 
(9 z(XJ = W 
(ii) F1 = (tl , t, , a, , a& and F, = <tl , t, , b, , b,) are the only El8 
subgroups of To and each is normal in TO ; 
(in) T,’ = (tz) x (a,a, , b,b,) E Z, x D, . 
Let El, - A, and El6 * S, be the umquely determined split extensions of E1s 
by A, and S, , respectively, in which an A, subgroup acts transitively on the 
involutrons of El6 . 
LEMMA 3.2. F1 and F2 are self-centralizing i% Mz, . Farthermore N(F1) s 
El, A, and N(F,) s El6 . S, . 
P~o0-f. See [5]. 
It 1s well known that [Aut(M,,): A&s] = 2. The classes of involutrons of 
Aut(MsJ are described in [S]. In particular we have 
LEMMA 3.3. Aut(Ms,) has three classes of involutzons denoted by (2J, (2J, 
and (2,) with (22) and (2J contained in Aut(.Ms,) - M,, . In addition the structure 
of CMe2(x), x E (2,) (i = 1, 2, 3), is as follows. 
Element x c,,(x) 
(21) El6 . s4 
CM Es -L(2) 
(23) & *Fm - 
Here all extenszons are splat and F,, is a Frobenius group of order 20. 
LEMMA 3 4. The following condztzons hold in Aut(M,s). 
(i) C(F,) = F1 and N(F,) z El6 * S, ; 
(ii) C(F,) z Es2 and N(F,) act indecomposably on C(FJ. Moreover N(F,‘) 
acting on C(F,) -F, has orbits (24 n C(FJ of Length 10 and (24 n C(FJ of 
length 6 
Proof. The first statement follows from the fact that Aut(M& is the auto- 
morphism group of the Steiner system S(3,6,22) with F1 being the point 
stabilizer of a hexad. The second statement is a consequence of Lemma 3.3 
and elementary calculations. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let T1 = <TO, x) E SylB(Aut(M,,)) with x E (22) extremaE in 2; 
with respect to Aut(M,). Then 
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(9 CTl(x) = (tl ,t2 ,bl ,b2 ,ala2 , u> and b, a21 = tl .
(ii) TI has a unique subgroup of type 2, x A,, namely, CT,(x). 
(4 J(Tl) = CT1(F2) = P2 , x>. 
(iv) If E zs a normal E,, subgroup of TI such that E X J(T,), then E = FI 
0~ E = <tl , t,, %a2 , x>- 
Proof. Smce CTO(x) has type A, , rt follows from Lemma 3.4 that [x, F2] = 1 
and since TO has precisely one subgroup of type A, containingF, [lo, Lemma3.1], 
we must have C’=,(x) = (tl , t2 , b, , b s , 1 a a s , u}. Clearly [x, ur] = tl and this 
gives us generators and relations for TI . 
Suppose u < TI and U has type 2, x A,. Let (X, tl) = Z(U). Then 
h $ T,, and U = C,(h) = (X} x CTO(X). Now [h, Fd = 1 implies that CTO(h) 
has type A, and contains F, which then forces CT,(x) = CrO(h). But CT1(C~O(x))= 
<x, tl), hence h E (x, t,} and we have that U = C,l(x). 
If F is an abehan subgroup of TI with m(F) 2 5, then m(F n TO) = 4 which 
in turn Implies that F n T,, = F2 . But F G CT1(F2) = (F, , x} and so J(T,) = 
Crl(F,) = (x, F& as required. 
Finally, let E satisfy the hypotheses of part (iv). If E < T, , then E = FI , so 
assume that E n TO < E in which case En TO = (t, , t, , a,a,) or (tI , t, , 
b,b,). In the latter case, E < CT1(E n TO) = <F, , x) which contradicts our 
hypothesis and so En T,, = (tl , t,  +a,). But CrI(E n TO) = (FI , x> and 
since (FI , x) E E4 x D, has precisely two E16 subgroups, we must have 
E = <tl , t2 , ala2 , x>. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM A 
Let G be a minimal counterexample to Theorem A and set X = (AG). 
PROPOSITION 4.1. The followang conditaons hold in G. 
(1) X is simple and G < Aut X. 
(ii) / C(A)j2 = 2. 
(iii) If(z) E Syl,(C(A)), then G = (X, z). 
(iv) C,&)P*(C&)) ss Aut(M22). 
Proof. By the mmlmality of G, X # A, and thus by [2, Lemma 2.51, 
X is simple and G 6 Aut X. Clearly Z*(G) = 1. Applying the results of 
Aschbacher and Seitz [4], we have that m(C(A)) = 1 If C(A) has a quatermon 
Sylow 2 subgroup then by a deep result of Aschbacher [3], X is isomorphic to 
Mr, , Mr, or a Chevalley group of odd characteristic However, rt follows from 
well-known properties of these groups (e.g., [15]) that this case does not occur 
and we conclude that C(A) has a cyclic Sylow 2 subgroup. Applying 17, Proposi- 
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tion 5 2] in conjunction with Lemma 3.3, we then have that 1 C(A)/e = 2. Let 
w 45 SYl,(ww s ince (X, x) satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem A, the 
minimality of 1 G j forces G = (X, z). Fmally, rf Cx(.z)/Z*(C,(x)) z .%&a, 
then G satrsfies thehypotheses of Theorem 1.1 and hence X cannot be simple. 
Thus C’,(z)/Z*(C,(z)) g Aut(M,,) and the proof is completed. 
We will now set up notation which will be used for the remainder of this 
section. Let H = C(z) and Ha = {x) x A* * R with A* = O(H) By Proposi- 
tion 4.1(1v), [H : H,,] = 2 and H/(x)A* gg Aut(&). Let To E Syla(A) so that 
w x To 65 SYJ@J and let Z’e < T wrth T E Syl,(.H). As m Lemma 3 1, 
<fl> = Z(Td and (Fl , Fd = &dT,J. 
LEMMA 4.2. zG n A = Q. 
Proof. Since A has one class of involutrons, itsuflices toshow that x + tl. 
But H/O(H)A h as order 4 implies that x 4 H’ whereas (2,) = Z(T,) = E%(T,‘) 
by Lemma 3.1. Therefore t, 1s in the commutator subgroup of its centralizer 
whereas z is not, hence z + t, . 
LEMMA 4.3. T 4 Syl,(G). 
Proof Assume by way of a contradiction that T E Syl,(G). Since T/<~> 
has type Aut(Ma,), rt follows from Lemmas 3.1 and 3.3 that Z(T) = <z, tJ. 
Furthermore N(T) controls fusion of Z(T) and since x + tr by Lemma 4.2, 
x +J xt, + tl + z. Now A has one class of involutrons, hence every involution 
of HO is conjugate to a, xt, or tr . Thus if, &n,(T) < HO , then clearly 2 is isolated 
in H, hence in G by the Z* theorem [9] which contradicts Proposition 4.1(i). 
We may therefore assume that T = (z) x Tl , where Tr = (TO , x}, x an 
involutron and ‘II E SyI,((A, x)) with {A, x)/Z(A) G Aut(M,,). Furthermore, 
we may assume that [Fz , x] = 1 and set E = (8, x, F2) = CT(F2) z 3,~ a 
It follows from Lemma 3.4 that (x, F,) contams representatives of the three 
classes of Involutions of (A, x> and we let D E (2J and y E (2a) n {x,F2). 
Clearly x, tr , x, y, xt, , zx, zy are representatives of the seven classes ofinvolu- 
tions of H. Since J(T) = E by Lemma 3.5, N(E) controls fusion of E. Further- 
more, it follows from Lemma 3.5 that the orbits of Aut,(E) on E+ and their 
mes are 
#nE:l, al@ n E : 15, xxx n E : 10, 
zyx n E : 6, xH n E : 10, yH n E : 6, tlH n E : 15. 
ClearlyjAut,(E)j=/zGnEj lAutH(E)I=23 3-5lxGnEl Now ~zGnEjIjL,(2$/ 
together with the fact that x is not isolated m E implies that j zG n E 1 = 7 
21 or 27. In the first case, Auto(E) has order 23 * 3 . 5 7 and a faithful re- 
presentation fdegree 7 which is impossrble If 1 ~6 n E j = 21 or 27, then we 
must have z - ax N x in which case G = X is simple. Applying Lemma 2.2 
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with respect to (z> x T,, and T, rt then follows that every mvolution of E IS 
conjugate to z, xtr or tr , hence Auto(E) has three orbrts on E”. If h = y or zy 
1s conjugate to tr , then (T,, , X) has three {A, X} classes of involutrons, hence 
two G classes of involutions. But then zt, does not fuse mto (T,, , X) contradicting 
Lemma 2 2. Hence j trG n E 1 = 15. It now follows that If / zG n E j = 21 
or 27 then 1 ztlG n E j = 27 or 21, respectively, and m either case / ztlG n E 17 
1 Auto(E)]. This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 4.4 [N(T): NH(T)] = 2 Consequently x N zt, . 
Proof. Thus follows from Lemma 4.3 and the fact that Z(T) = (z, t,). 
LEMMA 4.5. (z) has a complement an T Thus T = (x) x Tl , where 
Tl = (T, , x) wzth xa = 1 and (A, x)/Z(A) E Aut(M,,). 
Proof. If (z) does not have a complement in T then Qr(T) < (z} x T, . 
Let ? = T/(z). Then p has type Aut(M,,), hence by Lemma 3.5, J(p) = 
(Fg , 3) c Es2 This Implies that [A, FJ = 1 and X2 E (x} whereupon (h, F,) g 
Z, x El6 and (x) = W((X, F,)) Smce cY~(T) = {(x, F,), (z, F,)) and smce 
CT(<X, WI = (2, Fd by L emma 3.5, rt follows that (h, F,) IS characteristic 
in T, hence (z) 1s as well But T E Syl,(C(.z)) then implies that T E Syl,(G), 
and thus contradicts Lemma 4 3. 
Usmg the notation of Lemma 4 5, we shall let x and y be elements of the 
classes (2e) and (2a) of (A, x). It may be further assumed that x and y are 
extremal m TX with respect to (A, x). Let El = <Fl , x) and E, = <Fl , x, x) 
Then E, E Syl,(C(E,)), i = 1,2 by Lemma 3 5 and Ez = J(T). 
-- 
LEMMA 4.6. Let N = N(El) and fl = N/O(N) Then N = KB, where 
K = O,(m) is a spenal2-group of order 2g wzth center PI and B g S, . Furthermore 
N/El zz El6 S, . 
-- 
Proof. It follows from Lemma 3 4(1) that C,(z) = (2) x FIB, where -- 
B G Ss and FIB s El, * S, . In the representation f N on the cosets of El , 
it follows from Lemma 4.2 that N must preserve Fl and .zFl . Suppose we can 
show that NH(E1) < N. Then N acts transrtively on zFl m whrch case [Nz 
NH(EI)] = 16 and ] x j = 2g / & / Let .i? be the kernel of the action of m 
on Fr . Then clearly N/K G S, and since N/El maps mto the stabilizer m -- 
Aut(E,) of Fl whrch is rsomorphrc to El6 A, (split), we must have N/E, G 
El6 . S, Thus E has order 2g. We may now use the action of B on a to force K
to be specral wrth center F
It remains for us to verify that NH(El) < N It follows from Lemma 3.5 
that El and (x, tr , t, , ala, , x) are the only self-centralizmg normal Es2 sub- 
groups of T Furthermore by Lemma 4 4, we may set T* = (T, 7) E Syl,(N( T)) 
wrth T 6 T, 9 E T, and x7 = xt, Clearly, either E,T = El , m which case 
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.NH(E1) < N 01 El7 = (x, h , t, , ala2 , x). The latter possibility may be 
ruled out by noting that XI has an orbrt of length 8 on El*, namely, the orbit 
containmg a2 , but Tl has no orbit of length 8 on (x, $I , t, , %a, , x)#. 
Since we shall be primarily mterested m the structure of ie, we may assume 
that O(N) -= 1, hence N = KB with B s S, . Furthermore, we may assume 
that C,(x) = (x) x FIB and that B = <Bl , x) with B, g A, . Observe 
that an mvolutron of B - B, must be m the class (2J of (A, x} 
LEMMA 4.7. Representataves of the classes of znvolutzons of C,(x) - Fl are 
as follows. 
Element h I CN(<% A>)6 1 CFl(h)i 
x, xx 28 * 3 8 
YY XY 28 8 
Xl, =I 27 - 3 4 
b, xb 27 4 
t, > zt, 29 * 3 16 
x 29 * 32 * 5 16 * 
HerebEB1andxlEB--Blwithxl~xin(A,x) 
Proof. The result follows from Lemma 3.3 m conjunctron wrth Lemma 2.3 
and the fact that FIB s El6 * S, . 
LEMMA 4.8. xc n (KB, - K) = zbN Moreover, C,(xb) = (z) W, whme W 
is abelian of order 24 and j W n PI 1 = 22. 
Proof. Let 01 be an involution of zG n (KB, - K). Smce KBJE, IS iso- 
morphic to El6 A, by Lemma 4.6 and since El6 * A, has two classes ofinvolu- 
tions, rt follows that a! IS conjugate to an element of bE, . But then 01 fuses into 
C,(x) and therefore ol N zb by Lemmas 4.4 and 4.7. 
The order of C,(zb) may be calculated by representing N on zE; to obtain 
I G.&b)l = 4 I Cd<x, b))l, hence / C,(zb)l, = 29 Let V = C,(zb). Then Yis 
a specral2-group oforder 25 with Z(Y) = V n Fl r E4 and by [6, Lemma 3 11, 
V = (z) W with W abelian and 1 W n Fl 1 = 22. 
LEMMA 4 9 K = (x, L), where L = J(K) G Ezs . Thus N = L((z) x B). 
Proof By argumg exactly as in [6, Lemma4.10] in conjunction with Lemma 
4.8, we may show that Bl acts,decomposably on k = K/F1 . Thus k = <,Q x L 
with B, acting faithfully on x. Observe that & has an element ,8 of order 3 such 
that CFl(,8) = 1. This implies that C&) = 1 and since /3 is contained in some 
A, subgroup of Bl, rt follows from a result of Hlgman [14] that L s E,s . 
Therefore L = J(K) s Ez8 . 
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LEMMA 4 10 The classes of znvohtions of N -L whose representatives 
centralzxe a conjugate of x have representatives as follows. 









29 32 5 16 
29 * 3 16 
29 16 
29 * 3 16 
211 3 64 
2rr 64 
29 16 
29 * 3 16 
Furthermore xx N zy and an involution of N-L is conjugate to an element on 
this list or fuses into XL. 
Proof. Let m be the permutatron character of N acting on xF, . Then for 
h E N, we have 
where h, , . , h, are representatives of the classes of C,(z) which fuse to X m N. 
Thus we need only decide which classes of involutions of C,(z) fuse in N and 
this 1s clear except for the classes containing X, y, XX and xy. Now let p E B 
be an element of order 3 such that j C,,(/3)] = 4. Then / C,(@] = 4 
1 CN((z, /?))I = 2s * 32 and thus implies that ] C,@)[ = 16. Furthermore a 
Sylow 2 subgroup P of NC&@)) is elementary abelian of order 8 and by 
Lemma 4.7, we may assume that r = (x, b, z). It 1s easy to see that 
N~utd@)) = r, x I'2 7 where I’, g NA8(((123))), r’s= A, and if U, = 
[L, p], U, = C,(p), then [U, , r,] = U, and [U, , r,-,] = 1 (i = 1,2). Since 
m(r,) = 2, rt follows that .P n r2 # 1 and hence r must contain an mvolution X 
such that / C,(h)] 3 64 Without loss of generality, we may assume that h = x. If 
x-ylnN,thenX = I G(x)I (l/l C~(<x,x))l + l/I C,((x,y>)l)forcesIC,(x)l=2’*3 
which in turn imphes that I C,(x)1 = 16. Smce this does not happen, rt follows 
that x + y m N and the orders of C,(x) and C,(y) are as described. Also, 
x E r2 and z # r2 rmphes that zx 6 Pa and x does not centralize C&3) implies 
that x $ rl whereupon 1 CL(xx)l < 25. Therefore by srmrlar reasoning, we must 
have XX N xy and I C,(xx)l = 2s * 3. Finally, rf /\ is an involutron of N-E 
such that I C,(h)] = 16, then every involutron of AL is conjugate to h and thus 
every involution of N -L which does not centralize a conjugate of z must fuse 
into XL. 
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LEMMA 4.11. K E Syl,( C(Q). Hence L E S yl,( C(L)). 
Proof. Smce El = (zG n K) by Lemma 4.9, it follows that N(K) G N. 
But KE Syis(C,(F,)) by, Lemma 4.6 and thus HE Syl,(C(F,). The second 
statement 1s obvrous. 
Let Y = N(L) and P = Y/C(L). 
LEMMA 4.12. Cr?(,%)=NnY~r2, x5’,. 
Proof. It follows from Lemma 4.9 that N n Y = <z) x B G 2, x .S, . 
Thus it suffices toshow that N n Y covers C’,(n) To see this, let P E zC(L) for 
01 E Y. Smce all involutions of (x, L) -L are conjugate in (z, L}, there exists 
/3 E C(L) = O(Y) x L such that x = PB. But then tip E C,(s) = C,,(z) and 
smce p E C(L), it follows that 01 E (N n Y) O(Y) as required. 
The next result 1s crucial for our determination ofthe structure of Fe 
LEMMA 4.13. z~~banY.Alsox~zxifandonl~ifx~xxznY. 
Boof Let b = bib, .Since b,b, N tl in A and smce 2: N xt, , it follows that 
.s N xb. By Lemma 4.10 and standard arguments, we may find g E G such that 
XV = zb, P E Syl,(C~zb)) and TV n T = C,(zb) = <z> x (tl , tz , bl , 6, , x, u} 
Clearly J(T)g = J(T). Now (zb, C,(zb)) is a normal! Ez2 subgroup of Tg. Also 
C,((x, b)) = CFl(b) s E4 implies that x does not centrahze (xb, CL(sbr)), hence 
(zb, C,(zb)) 4 J(P) It then follows from Lemma 3.5(iv) that (xb, C,(xb)) = 
<x9 iVg or <x, 5 , t2 , v2 , 3)“. Assume that the fatter occurs. Then j J(T) n 
<% h > t, 9 wz > x)1 = 16 implies that 1 J(T) n (nb, CL(zb>)j -- 16, hence 
j C,((ab, z))\ & 8 which contradicts / C,((xb, z>)\ = 4 Thus {zb, C,(zb)) = 
(zb, F,S). Smce Fl is generated by those involutions of (x, Fl,> which are not 
conjugate to z and smce sG II L = @, we must have Fig = CL(xb). In this case, 
Kg = (Lo, xb) is a Sylow 2 subgroup of C(C,(xb)) as is {L, zbj, hence there 
exists h E G such that (Lg, zb)h = (L, zb). But then Lgh = L and for some 
I EL, (xb)u = xb. Setting k = ghl, we have Lk = L and .sk = zb which proves 
the first part. 
Assume now that ~g = zx, g E G. As before, g may be chosen so that 
Tg E %%(CY(~) and Tg n T = C,(m) = (z, x) x CT&-m) has type 2, x 
2, x A, . Since (TO , x} has a unique subgrou@ of type Z, x A, by Lemma 
3 5(ii), T has a unique subgroup of type 2, x 2s x As and therefore Cy(z@ = 
C,(zx) This implies that (z, x, $r>g = (Z(C&x)))g = (z, x, tl) and since 
(x, tl) is the subgroup of (z, x, tl) generated by involutions ot conjugate to X, 
we must have (x, tl)g = (x, tl). Now / C,(zx)i = 16 by Lemma 4.10, henee 
as in the first part, it suffices to show that C,(XX) = Flp, Observe that 
I Cd<=% +)I = I CF~(X)I = 8. S mce J(P) = J(T), (XX, C,(.sx)) must be a 
self~centralizmg normal Es subgroup of Tg and therefore’ by Lemma S.S(rv)* 
(XX, CL(xx)) = (x, F&g or <z, x, tl , t, , a,@ In the latter case, (x, t, , t, , a,+> 
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is the subgroup of (z, x, t1 , t, , ala,) generated by involutions not conjugate to x, 
hence (x t , I , t, , ala,)0 = C,(xx). But {x, t&g = {x, ti) then implies that 
x E C,(zx) which we know does not happen. Thus (z, F&g = (zx, CL(m)), 
hence Fig = C,(zx) We have shown that I N zx implies that x N xx in Y 
and the proof 1s completed. 
LEMMA 4 14. P satisfies one of the following conditzom. 
(1) E(T)z A, x A, and P = (E(P), ,@ z), 
(ii) Ps Ss 2 2s , 
(iii) E(y) z Sp,(4) 
wzth I actzng as the field automorphism on E(P). 
Proof. It follows from Lemmas 4.11 and 4 12 that y satisfies the hypotheses 
of Proposition 2.1. Thus either the result is true or one of the following occurs. 
(a) .% E Z*(Y), 
(b) (E(y)), g> cz 6, 
(4 (-v)‘), .Q GE W(2). 
By Lemma 4.13, we must have z N Z& m p, hence we may lmmedrately 
rule out case(a). Moreover, m the other cases (E(P), Z) controls the fusron 
of its mvolutions in p and It 1s easy to check from the structure of Ss and O,-(2) 
that ,?? does not fuse to ~5. In fact, If (E(P), 5) g Ss , then we may choose 
x = (12) and b = (34)(56), hence z + ,%g = (12)(34)(56). On the other hand, 
if (E(F), ,Z> E O,-(2), and if f N ~6, then f fixes at least 25 * 32 * 5( 1/25 * 3s * 
5 + 1/25) = 46 points on the representation of degree 36 of (E(Y), X) acting 
on the left cosets of CT(%) whrch 1s impossible. 
In order to complete the proof of Theorem A, we must show that cases(l)-(m) 
of Lemma 4.14 do not occur. For obvious reasons we shall treat cases (I) and 
(ii) simultaneously. 
LEMMA 4.15. E(Y)* A, x A,. 
Proof. Assume by way of a contradictron that E(y) g A, x A, . Smce 
we shall be interested only in the structure of Y/O(Y), we may further assume 
that O(Y) = 1. Now let Mr and T% be minimal normal subgroups of Y which 
map onto the direct factors of E(Y). An easy argument (see [6, Lemma 4.151) 
insures us that M2 = Ml2 g El6 * A, and M = MIMI” = iI& x M,“. It is 
clear that X1 < Aut(M) and since C,(z) g 2, x El6 * Ss , it follows from 
Lemma 2.4 that Y is uniquely determined. Usmg the notation of Lemma 2.4, 
we have that either 
(I) Y = <M, T~~, z), or 
(11) Y = <M, TV , z>, or 
(14 Y = Of, ~d~d, .+, 
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where C,(x) = (x) x D( ~r~r”) with D = (mrnzr” j m, E &f& and where we 
may assume that x = pier” (see the remark following Lemma 2.3). Now let n 
be an invalution of Y - L which does not interchange i%Zi and Ms . Thus 
X E (M, x) m case (I), X E (M, or , -rr’) m case (ii) and x E (&f, a,(~p~~, x) 
in case (hi). Appiying Lemma 2.3, it follows that /(C,(X), X>iz > 2r” which in 
turn implies that h 6 .zo. Thus if R* E Syl,( Y) 1s chosen so that R = R* n M = 
R, x RIB with R, = R n Ml and where R* = (R,x, z) in case (I), R* = 
CR, ~1% x> in case (ii) and R* = (R, ~~(~p~)~, z} in case (iii), then it follows 
from Lemma 4.13 that xc n R* C zR in case (1) and xG n R* T= 9(xR u xxp;?) 
m cases (ii) and (iii). But all mvolutions of ,zR and %xR are conjugate m (z:, R> 
and (xx, RR), respectively, and hence x R* = xG n A*. Smce x is extremal in R* 
with respect to G, we then have that R* E Syl,(G). Furthermore, recalling from 
Proposition 4.1 that G = <X, x), where X is simple and G < Aut(X), it 
then follows from Lemma 2.2 that z 4 X. We are therefore m the situation 
where [G : x] = 2 and hence [R *:R*nX]===2aswellwithRRR*nX. 
A contradictron will be established by showing that R* n X = R. 
In case (i), it 1s clear that either R* n X = <R, zx) or (RR, x). In either case, 
rt follows from Lemma 2.2 applied to the maximal subgroup (Ii, z) of R* 
that R contains an involutron 01 which is an extremal G-conjugate of X, where 
h = zx or x according to whether R* n X = (R, zx} or (R, x>, respectively. 
Thus there exists g E G such that Ag = a: and C,,(X)g < C&a). Naw x E C,,(X) 
implies that zg E C,,(a), and since .zG n R* = zR*, we may assume that ,@ = z. 
But Cd4 E SyfzC.4, and thus h is conjugate in C(s) to an element of A = 
@C(x)) whereas both xx and x are not contained in R(C(z)). 
We may now assume that we are working with case (11) or (iii). Since 
R*IR g D, with Z(R*/R) = (xR) an d since R* n X is a maximal subgroup 
of R” contaming R, we must have that x E R* n X. Now 1 C,(x)! = 
1 CrM(~l~lz)l = j CN11(~1)12 = 2r2 * 32 by Lemma 2.3, hence / C,(x)/ = 2r5 32. 
Assume that x 1s extremal in R* with respect to Y, thus 1 C,,(x)/ = 215. If x is 
not extremal m R* with respect to G, then let h be an extremal G-conjugate 
of x in R* and let g E G such that xg = X and CR*(X)Q < C,,(X). Since x f C,,(x) 
and .zG 0 R* = zR*, we may assume that zg = x, hence X E C,,(x) n X = 
<C,(z), x)~ If X .$ C,(x), then h E T~T~~M and by applying Lemma 2.3, it follows 
easily that 1 Cy(h)l,: < 215 contradicting CR*(x)’ < C&X). Thus A E CR(z) and 
again we have that x fuses to h E E(C(z)) in C(z) whereas x 6 E(C(z)). Thus 
/ C(x)is = 215 and j Cx(x)12 = 2r*. 
Observe now that x IS extremal in X n R* with respect to X Moreover 
C~,&X) maps onto X n R*IR which 1s abehan implies that x 1s not contained 
in the commutator subgroup of a Sylow 2 subgroup of C,(x). But if X is an 
mvolutmn of R, then it follows from Lemma 2.3 that h is in the commutator sub- 
group of a Sylow 2 subgroup of C,(X) < C,(h) and thus xx n R = %. It now 
follows &rectly from Lemma 2.2 that R* n X/R is not isomorphic to 2, . There- 
fore R* (? X = <R, or , TV”) in case (ii) and {R, cT1(~lTl)z, T%T~~) in case (iii). 
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In case (iu) we may apply Lemma 2.2 to conclude that (R, o,(T,u& has an 
X-conjugate h of x which is extremal in X n R* with respect to X Thus h $ R 
and 1 C,(X)/ > 212 But it IS easy to see from Lemma 2.3 that if X is an mvolutlon 
of (M, 01(~rq)2) - M, then 1 C,Jh)la d 26 and 1 C~,z(X)j G 25, hence 
I C,(h)l, G 2” and this contradicts j C,(A)la 3 212. 
Finally, suppose we have case (11). Then X n R* = (R, ~~ , ~~2) and as 
before, (R, or) contams an X-conjugate X of x which is extremal in X n RX 
with respect to x. Now <M, , pi) c Era 5’, and smce we are assuming that 
x = ~rrr~, it follows that Cxna*(x) = (or , or”) x CR1(~l) x CR1~(~lz) has type 
E4 x A, x A,. This implies that CxnR*(x)’ 1s elementary abelian On the 
other hand, we have that X n Y = (Ml , or) x (Ml, or”) and C,,,(h) = 
C <M&(4 x G41~*Tl~> (A). Since h = TIY, r E R, it follows from Lemma 2.3 
that I CW~~,,~~~ (h)j = 2* ’ 32 * 5, 2* * 3 or 26 and since by the same result, 
I ccMl,&)l = 2’ f 3,2’ or 2 6 * 3, we have that h centralizes a Sylow 2 subgroup 
of (Ml”, rr”}. But (M rz, T1”) has Sylow 2 subgroups of type Aut(MaJ, hence 
C,,,,(X)’ 1s nonabehan by Lemma 3 1 and thus x and h cannot fuse in X. 
This gives us a contradiction and the proof of Lemma 4 15 is completed 
LEMMA 4.16. E(F) c$ Sp,(4). 
Proof. Assume by way of a contradiction that E(F) G Sp,(4) with (Q 
actmg as the field automorphism on E(F(B). Since 1 O(F)1 G 3, it follows that 
(E(P), T) covers y/O(Y), an d since we are primarily interested m the 2-structure 
of Y, we may assume that both O(Y) and O(a) are trivial. 
P has four classes of mvolutions with representatives and centralizer orders 
as follows. 
Representative x I G@>I I w3 
f 29 .3 * 5 64 
% 29 * 3 * 5 16 
ii 29 16 
2 25 * 32 * 5 16 
Here Cii(jil) = i7. C(n), where 7 g Es4 , c g A, , .Z(a * l?) = TO G E4 
and C acts mdecomposably on v and transitively on (V/V,,)+. Furthermore -- 
N~(~,,) = V(1 x C)(s), where 1 has order 3 and acts reglarly on p. 
Let h be one of the involutrons b, x1 or z By representing C,(Z) on the 
involutions of hL, rt follows that all mvolutrons of U fuse to X and 1 Cr(/\)I = 
16 / Cp(x)I Thus I C’,(b)\ = 2i3 and 1 Cy(xl)/ = 213 * 3 * 5 which then implies 
that zG n a$ = o and zG n bL = 0. Smce it is clear that ,zG n XL = @ 
and zG n L = m, we conclude that zG n Y = zy. Let R* = (R, z) E Syl,(Y) 
with R = R* n 02(Y). Furthermore assume that z is extremal in R* with 
respect to G and zl E Z(a*) If X E .zG n R*, then i?*/vg D, and zG n R = @ 
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together imply that X IS conjugate to an element of XV and smce / C,(S)~ = 23, 
we then have that X is conjugate to an element of XL. But all involuttons of zL 
are conjugate to x and we have shown that ,zG n R” = zR*. This forces R* E 
Syl,(G) and by an easy argument employmg Lemma 2 2 and Proposrtron 4.1, 
we see that x @ X and R E Syl,(X). 
Let M = C,(x,), U = O,(M) = CV(xl), U, = CV,(xl), and CT1 = CL(x,). -- 
Then j U, / = 16 and M/U, z ic;i = UC<@, where U = 7 and Da = To. 
It follows from Lemma 4.7 that we may choose <p> E Syl,(M) so that [p, z] = 1 
and C,(p) = 1 The structure of M then forces C&3) = Crr,(/3) r Ed . Now 
U, n Z(U) # 1 together with the action of M on U, imphes that U, < Z(U). 
But then U, = C,o(@[ 73, , @] = CUo(/3)Ur and we have that C’, 2 E,G . 
-- 
Let M* = Nr( U,L). Recall that &?* = U(1 x C)(z), where / f ! -= 3 and f 
acts regularly on o,, with a*/ u s NA8(((123))) Also observe that (6’ n D) = 
u and 4 y = (us)+. If h E {by n LU} u {x1x n LU}, then X = 2~ for I EL and 
u E U. Clearly / u j = 2 and [I, U] = I. Since / C,(h)/ = 16, we have that 
C,(A) = C,(u) = U, an d since E E U, , rt then follows that h E U This rmphes 
that U, = (UL n qy) and U = (by n UL) We may now conclude that 
both U, and U are normal m M* with M*lU isomorphic to a spht extension 
of El6 by &8KU23>>> Th e actron of M* on U, together with the fact that 
(U, , x1) < Z(U) rmphes that U,, < Z(U) We want to show that Us Ep, 
so let (7) x (r) be a Z,, subgroup of ill*, where (f) = f and (p> E Syl,(C). 
Clearly r acts regularly on U and C,(y) = Cue(r) G E4 . Let a = U/U, A 
Then z/” = o,, x [ 0, ~1 and U, < Z(U) gives U = C,(y) x [U, y], where 
[U, r] has order 2*. Furthermore, U, < Q,(U) since U contams conjugates 
of b. Thus rmphes that [U, r] - 77, contams mvolutrons and since {q) x (y) 
acts transrtively on [ 0, 71, we have that [U, ~1” con&ts entirely of mvolutions, 
hence [U, y] g E28 and U E E,lo . 
We will now analyze the structure of N = N(U) Removing our assumptron 
that O(Y) = 1, we see that Cr( U) < O(Y)U. Since U 4 R*, rt follows that 
U E Syl,(C(U)) and th ere ore f m = N/O(N)U acts faithfully on U We know 
that G/O(s) s El6 + NA8(((123))) and this implies that G has 
Sylow 2 subgroups of typeLa(4) and a subgroup isomorphrc to El6 . (Za x &) 
By a result of Gorenstem and Harada [ll, Theorem C], G/O(z) is 
isomorphic to a subgroup of PGLa(4) 
Observe that C,(Z) s Es2 m which case we may set {x, F2) = C,(x) and 
E = (a, x, Fz). Smce (x, Fz} = X f~ E, we may represent N(E) on the coset 
z(x, Pa) and since E 4 (27, z) and U acts transitively on z(x, F,), we have that 
I N(E)1 = 32 I &d-W Th is implies that N(E) = UNH(E) On the other hand, 
the kernel of N(E) actmg on (x, F2) IS O(N(E))( U, AT) wrth N(E’)/O(N(E))( U, 2) 
g S, by Lemma 3.4. It then follows that NN& U) covers ~(~)/O(~(~)) 
-- 
and thus E(E) z Z, x SE . But then N n X/O(N n X) contains a subgroup 
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isomorphic to S, whereas PGL,(4) has no subgroup isomorphic to S, . This IS 
a contradiction and the result is proved. 
We now observe that Lemmas 4.15 and 4.16 are m direction contradiction 
with Lemma 4.14. Thus no minimal counterexample to Theorem A exists and 
the proof is completed. 
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